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Agenda  Day One

Monday, May 21, 2018 7:30-8:30 AM

BREAKFAST: Measuring Change in Executive Coaching

Sal Silvester is an expert on leadership transformations within organizations and throughout careers.   
Sal’s unique perspective reflects his years as an Army Officer, an Accenture executive, and founder 
of 5.12 Solutions Consulting Group and their innovative web-based leadership development tool, 
Coachmetrix.  He’s active with Rocky Mountain Rescue, a nationally recognized search and rescue 
team in Boulder where he lives with his wife and sons.

He is a leadership thinker and blogger, and the author of Ignite! The 4 Essential Rules for Emerging 
Leaders that reached #1 on Amazon’s Movers & Shakers list, followed by Unite! The 4 Mindset 
Shifts for Senior Leaders and his most recent release, a collaboration with Marshall Goldsmith titled 
Stakeholder Centered Coaching.

Organizations are paying top dollar to send their employees through training and coaching programs 
and rarely see a measurable and sustainable return on their investment. There is usually no true 
measurement beyond the typical “smiley sheet” evaluations at the end of a coaching engagement.  It 
doesn’t have to be that way.  
In this engaging and entertaining session, Sal Silvester, Founder and CEO of Coachmetrix and 5.12 
Solutions Consulting Group, presents the results of moving beyond smiley-sheet evaluations to 
measure actual behavior change.  Sal will submit a mandate for measuring behavior change in 
leadership development programs and offer practical tools and tips that enable coaches to measure 
change in their programs.  If you believe that more effective leadership leads to better business 
results, this is a must-attend session.

During this session, you’ll learn: 
• The measurement imperative: Why measure behavior changes in coaching and leadership 

development?
• Three critical factors to creating behavior change in leadership development programs 
• How to measure change in leadership development in general, and with behavior change 

specifically.
Don’t miss this dynamic approach to measurements.

SPONSOR: Sal Silvester, CEO, Coachmetrix; Founder and President, 5:12 Solutions 
Consulting Group

BREAKFAST
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Monday, May 21, 2018 8:30-9:00 AM

Dr. Frank Wagner, MCEC and CB

Dr. Frank Wagner 

Dr. Frank Wagner has close to 40 years of leadership and management consulting in the field of 
leadership development and coaching. As a founding member of The Marshall Goldsmith Group, he 
has responsibility for overseeing the training and certification of coaches in the Marshall Goldsmith 
Stakeholder Centered Coaching practice. His areas of expertise span many of the facets of leadership. 
The focus of his work has centered on the effective influence by leaders either up, laterally, or down 
in organizations.

Frank continues to serve on the faculty of the UCLA Technical Manager Program where he has 
taught for over 25 years. He serves as the Leadership Advisor for Chances For Children, an NGO 
whose mission is to provide a loving family for all children through international adoption. His 
coaching practice has included yearlong results based guaranteed coaching with leaders of every C-
level position. Dr. Wagner received his Ph.D. from the Graduate School of Management at UCLA in 
Organizational Behavior.

He has written The Power of Total Commitment that summarizes the research he, and Marshall 
Goldsmith did in designing The Excellent Manager Program for IBM. Frank has contributed articles 
in various professional journals, including the Academy of Management Journal, Psychological 
Reports, Organizational and Group Studies, and Exchange: The Organizational Behavior Teaching 
Journal.

Opening Remarks

CB, MBA, CMC, MCEC, BCC

CB is the CEO of the MEECO Leadership Development Institute™ and the Association of Corporate 
Executive Coaches™

Her quote: “The answer is only the begininng of the question™”
Her belief: Master-level corporate executive coaches must be “enterprise-wide business partners™”

Association of Corporate Executive coaches: http://www.acec-association.org
MEECO Leadership Development Institute: http://www.meeco-institute.org
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Monday, May 21, 2018 9:00-10:00 AM

KEYNOTE: Mirella De Civita Ph.D., MCEC, PCC ; CEO Papillon MDC Inc. and Grand 
Heron International Inc

Diversifying Your Business: Radical Change Moving from a Practice Model to Business 
Model

Dr. Mirella De Civita is the President of Papillon MDC Inc., a management consulting firm that 
serves an array of private, public, and social sector institutions in designing and implementing 
leadership programs that focus on optimizing individual and organizational potential. She is also 
the Founder of Grand Heron International Inc., an on-line worldwide coaching firm. She holds a 
Ph.D. in Psychology and a Postdoctoral Fellowship in Behavioral Medicine. 

She is a licensed Clinical Research Psychologist, with expertise in the area of psychopathology, 
risk & resilience, behavioral medicine, and treatment adherence. She is also a Professional 
Certified Coach and a Master Corporate Executive Coach. 

She is passionate about her role as a mentor in the McGill MBA Mentoring Program and as an 
intern supervisor for graduate students in psychology. Through Papillon MDC Inc., she 
spearheads its Corporate Social Responsibility mandate where the focus is on helping young 
talent as well as non-profit organizations transform and take flight!

Diversifying your coaching business in a sustainable way begins with identifying its purpose. 
 Purpose is not strategy. Nor is it informed by facts. Both strategy and facts belong to the rational 
mind. Purpose is the pulse, the essence of what gives your coaching work meaning. Purpose does not 
define what you do, but how and why this work matters. In our time together, I will put forth the case 
for a radical rethink of how the coaching business, fueled by purpose, can be a force for social good 
in this world by entertaining the concepts of time and space. 
Three take-way points:

• Rethink your coaching business by adopting a single organizing idea, regarded as “the 
purpose” and having it inform your outputs

• Outputs are then articulated and promoted through content marketing and other methods 
(teaching; sessions; forums)

• Bringing it all together (purpose driven through content marketing) to design several 
business lines that enable you to deliver your impact across space and time. 
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Monday, May 21, 2018 10:00-11:00 AM

Mary McCarthy, MBA, ACC

Optimizing Millennial Behavior to Increase Organizational ROI

11:00 - 11:15 Break

Mary McCarthy is a leadership and executive coach who specializes in working with high performing first-
time managers and mid-level managers. Mary’s coaching program produces both the business results her 
clients need now and the leadership transformation that drives their future success.

As a Talent Management Executive at Executive Core, she uses her background is in consulting, corporate 
strategy, global business transformation, and change management, helping her understand the context in 
which her clients operate in their organizations.  As part of the gig economy, she is also a consultant in the 
People & Process practice group at real estate and professional services firm Jones Lang LaSalle. Mary is 
the youngest member of the Association of Corporate Executive Coaches, and the Chair of the MEECO 
Institute for Leadership Development’s Young Bloods program for leadership coaches under the age of 40. 
Consistent with this responsibility she is part of the University of Notre Dame’s Alumni Coach network, 
providing comprehensive coaching services to fellow graduates of the University of Notre Dame.
 
Mary has an M.B.A. from the University of Notre Dame, cum laude and a B.S. in Business Economics and 
Entrepreneurship from Marquette University. She completed one-year coach training course through the 
Coaches Training Institute and is currently taking an ontological leadership coaching program through 
Accomplishment Coaching. She is a Certified Professional Co-Active Coach® (CPCC) and holds the 
Associate Certified Coach (ACC) credential from the International Coach Federation.
 

The millennial generation is the biggest in U.S. history—even bigger than the Baby Boom. Most people 
over the age of 40 think millennials are entitled, lazy and expect participation trophies for everything they 
do. However, research shows that these stereotypes are not true.
This presentation will:
·        Arm you with a new perspective on millennials and what drives their behavior at work
·        Help you to crack the code to enable successful coaching, mentoring and enterprise systems for the 
next generation of executives
·        Help you optimize the value millennials create in your organization

It’s now time to turn your leadership or coaching knowledge into action to improve the ability to harness 
the strengths and power of millennials.
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Monday, May 21, 2018 11:15 - 12:15 PM

Dr. Ana Melikian, BCC, CEO, AMAZE Coaching; Co-founder More Clients More Fun

Marketing in a Viral Universe…Are You Prepared?

Coaches and consultants are bombarded with messages about the best marketing strategies and tools to 
create sustainable businesses. From Automation, CRMs, Direct Mail, Email marketing, Facebook, Google
+, HubSpot, Infusionsoft, Joomla, Keywordtool, Leadpages, Mailchimp, Networking, OptimizePress, 
Pinterest, QuickBooks, Rapportive, SEO, Twitter, Udemy, Video Marketing, Websites, Xero, YouTube, 
and zoom.You can organize the names from A to Z and still have your head spinning. The message is: 
“You have to be everywhere.” “You have to go viral.” It’s really easy to be affected by FOMO – the Fear 
Of Missing Out.

Do we really need these tools in order to have a sustainable business? Which ones should you choose? And 
how do you prepare to be the most effective?The goal of this presentation is to provide a useful roadmap to 
help you decide where you should invest your limited time to achieve maximum results, for business 
development

12:15 - 12:45 Lunch 

Ana Melikian, is also the host of the MINDSET ZONE podcast that was featured in The Huffington Post 
“15 Podcasts That Will Leave You Pondering Life’s Big Questions.”

Ana Melikian is originally from Portugal, and before she moved to Phoenix, Arizona, she lived in England, 
and Spain, where she completed a PhD in Psychology and two Master programs.

She started her online coaching business in 2010, became an Elite-Level Book Yourself Solid® Certified 
Coach in 2013 and now specializes in helping coaches and consultants land high-value clients using 
LinkedIn, and implementing the 12 Week Year - How to Get More Done in 12 Weeks Than Most in 12 
Months.

Dr. Melikian is also an accomplished public speaker and trainer. She has spoken in person in dozens of 
venues in the US and Europe, and participated in hundreds of webinars, podcasts and other online events.
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Monday, May 21, 2018 Group “I” 12:45 - 1:45 PM and Group “II” 1:45 -2:45 (attendees are divided 
into 2 rotating groups)

Robin Schletter, MCEC and Chris Cotteta, AIIR Consulting

The Path to Developing High-Performing Teams: Master Class “A”

Companies are no longer the hierarchical, structured organizations that once dominated the workplace. 
The modern corporation is moving towards a flat system, one characterized by teams and collaboration. 
Critical to organizational success, therefore, is the creation and maintenance of high-performing teams. 
Robin Schletter and Chris Cotteta will conduct an insightful exploration of the path to developing high-
performing teams. Through a review of empirical research, discussion rooted in practical experience, and 
participation in interpreting a case study, audience members will depart the session with the following:

• Appreciate the importance of team coaching in the context of the changing organization
• Distinguish between the features of high-performing teams and other types of teams
• Grasp critical ingredients that are required for collective behavioral change which lead to a high 

performing team
• Build a lexicon to describe and discuss team dynamics

Robin Schletter, MCEC

Robin is an Executive Coach affiliated with the AIIR Consulting Group, a global leadership development 
consultancy dedicated to increasing the effectiveness of leaders and their organizations. She began her 
career at HBO helping them to increase their subscribers through a landmark affiliate training function.

She is a graduate of Columbia University’s Advanced Executive Coaching Certification Program and also 
earned her MA in Psychology from the New School for Social Research. She is certified in Birkman, the 
NBI, and Hogan.

Robin is currently serving on the Board of Governors for The New School for Social Research. She is also 
on the Board of the New York Chapter of ICF (International Coach Federation) and achieved her MCEC 
(Master Corporate Executive Coach) certification with The Association of Corporate Executive Coaches.

Chris Cotteta
Chris is the Director of Research and Innovation at AIIR Consulting. In this role, he has overseen the 
development of two psychometric instruments and has managed the design of AIIR’s Team Effectiveness 
program. He is currently conducting research on coaching effectiveness measurement. Chris is a graduate 
of the Fox School of Business at Temple University where he was a Diamond Research Scholar.
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Monday, May 21, 2018 Group “I” 12:45 - 1:45 PM and Group “II” 1:45 -2:45 (attendees are divided 
into 2 rotating groups)

Dr. Terry Hildebrandt, MCEC, MCC, CEO Hildebrandt and Associates, LLC

2:45 - 3:00 Break

Dr. Terry Hildebrandt is an executive coach, organization development consultant, researcher, coaching supervisor, 
entrepreneur, and author. He is the founder and CEO of  Terry Hildebrandt and Associates has over 20 years of 
coaching experience and 30 years of business experience. He works primarily with mid-level and senior executives 
in multiple industries.  He also serves as an executive coach at UCLA Anderson School of Management.  He was 
formerly at Hewlett-Packard Company for over 22 years where he served in several leadership positions.

He is a certified Master Corporate Executive Coach (MCEC) with the MEECO Institute, a certified Evidence Based 
Coach from the Fielding Graduate University, and a certified Coaching Supervisor. Terry is co-author of the book, 
Leading Business Change for Dummies. He is certified in over 30 instruments and tools, including Hogan 
Assessments, the Leadership Circle 360 Profile, Integrative Enneagram, the Birkman Method, Korn Ferry Voices 
360, MBTI, and others.

Terry earned his PhD in Human and Organizational Systems from the Fielding Graduate University. He also holds 
an MA in Organizational Design and Effectiveness and an MA in Human Development from Fielding along with a 
BS in Materials Science from Rice University. 

Much confusion currently exists in the United States regarding what “coaching super vision” is and is not and how 
experienced executive coaches can benefit from hiring a “super-visor.”  In reality, “coaching super-vision” has 
nothing to do with what we traditionally consider supervision in the workplace.  “SUPER VISION” FOR 
EXECUTIVE COACHES IS:  The interaction that occurs when an executive coach brings their coaching work 
experiences and client cases to an experienced peer-coach “super-visor” in order to be supported and to engage in 
reflective dialogue and collaborative learning for the development and benefit of the coach, their clients, and their 
organizations.  Coaching Super-Vision focuses on the development of the coach’s capacity through offering a richer 
and broader opportunity for support and development. Coaching Super Vision creates a safe environment for the 
executive coach to share their successes and failures maintaining a masterful approach in the way they work with 
their clients.
During this workshop, led by Certified Coaching Super-Visor, Terry Hildebrandt, PhD, MCEC, MCC you will:

• Understand the history, evolution, and status of “Coaching Super-Vision” globally.
• Experience firsthand the benefits and learn how Super Vision for Coaches can keep you clear and sharp 

by broadening your perspective, exposing your own blind spots, and developing new, creative solutions for your 
coachees and their stakeholders.

• Gain exposure to some of the methods, processes, and tools of Super Vision and see how they differ in 
significant ways from executive coaching by observe a coaching super vision session demonstration working on a 
real client case study.

• Learn why Coaching Super-Vision is already the next big trend in Continuing Professional Development 
and is becoming a requirement for competitive global corporate executive coaching contracts, and learn how you 
can become a “Super-Visor” yourself to add to your portfolio of income stream

“Super -Vision” for Executive Coaches: Staying Sharp to Up-level Client Impact- New 
Income Stream: Master Class “B”
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Monday, May 21, 2018 3:00- 4:00 PM

Barbara McMahan, MSW, MFT, PCC; Center for Transitional Management

How To Transform From Manic to Mindfulness

Ms. Mintzer-McMahon has been working as an organizational consultant, executive coach and trainer. She 
specializes in leadership development, team building, change management, building strategic partnerships and 
coaching in mindful leadership. In 1989, she founded the Center for Transitional Management (theCTM.com) in 
Orinda, California. Ms. McMahon is head of the consulting division of Women in Leadership for The Alexcel 
Group. 

She facilitates workshops and consults both nationally and internationally for a wide variety of professional 
organizations including those in business, media, high-risk occupations, hospitality, mental health and education. 
Based on her specialization in leadership development, coaching and consulting, she is a contributing author to 
Enlightened Power: How Women Are Transforming the Practice of Leadership released in April 2005. She is also a 
contributing author to Marshall Goldsmith's book on Coaching for Leadership, which showcases her model for 
Transformational Change.

Ms. Mintzer-McMahon is a psychotherapist and has accumulated twenty-five years of clinical experience, during 
part of this time she worked as a full time clinical consultant to a Police Department in Northern California. While 
working for the police she developed one of the first systemically oriented programs in Stress Management and soon 
became sought after as a consultant in Stress Management for both Business and Professionals in High Risk 
Occupations.

An integrated perspective using the best practices of behavioral science and organizational management.

So many of the leaders that we work with are feeling overwhelmed by what feels like nonstop, never-ending 
demands at work and at home. Frequently, our workplaces demand we do more with less. This leaves many leaders 
feeling overwhelmed, distracted and detached. All of which leaves many individuals feeling in a sustained state of 
manic behaviors that make it harder to perform at your best or really ‘show up’ to life and in a relationship.

Living in this manic state has left many searching for an alternative path. Research has shown that the Practice of 
Mindfulness is that alternative path. Mindfulness Practices are routines that impact the brain and its functioning and 
leave you feeling calmer, more focused, and able to engage. These are essential states to mastering the more difficult 
moments, enhancing performance, decision-making and being more fully available for connection with self and 
others. In this  experiential and interactive workshop, we will explore factors that undermine personal and 
professional effectiveness for a coach, the leaders, and organizations they work with:

•         What obstructs Maximum Performance In Self and Others
•         Physical, Mental, and Emotional Barriers to Success in the Workplace and,
•         What to do about it

Sustainability and mindfulness techniques to gain resilience for work/life stress and imbalance to include:
•         Mindfulness of the body
•         The Power of the Mind
•         Mindfulness with Others
•         Building Organizational Sustainability
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Monday, May 21, 2018 4:00- 4:30 PM

Ronnie Kurchner-Hawkins, MCEC and Dr. Frank Wagner, MCEC

Process Learning Groups

4:30 - 4:45 PM 
Conversations:
Eugene Poicastri, Esq. 
Licensing Attorney

Take a moment to breath, take a walk, and join your colleagues, as well as speakers in 
debriefing, sharing, bonding, debating, and stimulating discourse about he knowledge you 
have been gained in this power packed conference. 

Small groups meet for 30 minutes for rapid-fire facilitated conversations. Conversations to be 
continued over cocktails during the reception, over dinner or when you are back in your 
office! 

A master-level coach will lead discussions from the Association of Corporate Executive 
Coaches. 

Don’t grab your smart phone, or jump on your computer, join us, you may even meet your 
future business partner.
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Monday, May 21, 2018 4:45 - 5:45 PM

Dr. Laura Hauser, PCC, Founder, Leadership Strategies International 

Shape-Shifting: A Behavioral Team Coaching Model for Coach Education, Research, and Practice

End of Day 1

Dr. Laura Hauser melds the science and art of coaching. She wears multiple hats as a masterful coach, consultant, 
author, educator, social scientist, conference speaker, and business owner. After working 18 years internally for large 
corporations, serving in both specialist and management positions, she founded Leadership Strategies International, 
specializing in the development of individuals, teams, and organizations.
She works with corporate leaders who want to unite people toward a compelling vision, build innovation teams, and 
strengthen leadership skills required for the delivery of sound business results. Known for the ability to help 
executives and senior teams leverage their leadership strengths to better accomplish their critical business objectives 
in today's highly fluid business environments. 
Specifically:

• Developing coaches, consultants, HR and OD professionals to successfully help their clients.
• Researching and publishing, most recently about team innovation and team coaching.
• Collaborating with a global network of world-class coaches and consultants on independent and shared 

projects.
Laura presents at conferences and serving as guest speaker with the Society of Human Resources Management in San 
Diego, Royal Roads University University, and the Vancouver Island International Coach Federation (ICF) chapter. 
She also serves as an adjunct faculty with Pepperdine University and Fielding Graduate University.

As executive coaching has become an accepted and valued form of development in organizations some practitioners 
find themselves asked by these same clients, “Can you also coach my team?” But what do coaches really do when 
coaching teams?What influences the coach’s choices of actions and behaviors when coaching a work team? If these 
questions were answered,what implications may exist for practitioners, educators, and researchers?
As the coaching field matures, the demands for coaching are shifting, as are the ways in which organizations are 
conducting their business. For example, organizations commonly use external non-manager coaches to deliver 
executive coaching services. 
The use of group and team coaching in organizational settings, as an addition to one-on-one coaching, could serve as 
a potential means to create change and improve performance at the individual, team, and organizational levels.
Despite the emergence of team coaching, literature on it remains sparse compared to the
coaching field at large. Yet the literature is expanding, as evidenced by journal articles, books, and academic 
presentations. Historically, the term team coaching has been positioned in the literature as primarily conducted by an 
internal manager who tends to have direct authority over the team such as the authority to provide (or take away) 
resources and compensation and to make decisions on behalf of the team. More recently, external coaches have been 
hired by organizations to provide coaching for teams and team leaders.
Although literature exists about the internal manager who serves as a coach, no literature was found about the work 
of external coaches, specifically their behaviors when interacting with a work team, even though 85% of all coaching 
services are conducted by external coaches. Thus, a research study was conducted to learn about the work of external 
team coaches. 
This presentation addresses new research regarding coaching teams.
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Monday, May 21, 2018 6:00 - 7:00 PM

PRIVATE RECEPTION                                                                                   

• ACEC/MEECO Committee Members

• ACEC New Members

• MCEC Holders



Agenda  Day Two

Tuesday, May 22, 2018 8:00 - 9:00 AM

SPONSOR: Sandy Hayakawa: Certified and Licensed Trainer, Market Development BANKCODE™ 

Sandy Hayakawa is a sales, marketing and business development professional with over 20 years of senior 
executive level management experience.  As a former President of Tommy Hilfiger Footwear, Vice President of 
Sales & Marketing for Donna Karan/DKNY and Vice President at MAGIC International, the world’s largest 
fashion apparel trade show, she lead multi-million dollar brands with worldwide reach.  

From Fashionista to Passionista…Sandy is now passionate about teaching businesses, entrepreneurs and sales 
professionals more effective communication skills, how to accelerate negotiations and close more sales in less 
time. She believes this revolutionary system is the way to achieve extraordinary results and build solid 
relationships, personally and professionally.

Why your prospects buy is infinitely more important than how you sell.
Companies spend thousands of hours and millions of dollars annually teaching their people How To Sell, 
instead of investing in the only question that impacts their bottom line: Understanding Why Do They Buy?

Learn the secrets, the science, the system and the solution to supercharging your sales and build solid 
relationships, personally and professionally.

Key Take Aways From This Presentation:

• Discover the Holy Grail of communication, sales and influence
• Learn how to connect faster and more easily with your prospects
• Unlock the secrets to closing sales faster
• Learn a scientifically validated method for predicting the buying behavior of your clients and 

prospects in less than 90 seconds

BREAKFAST: Why They Buy: Discover the secrets behind what makes your customer say “Yes” (And 
what triggers the “No”)
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 9:00 - 10:00 AM

KEYNOTE/ 2018 MEECO THOUGHT LEADER: Bob Anderson, CEO, The Leadership Circle

10:00 - 10:15 Break

Bob Anderson, Founder, Chairman and Chief Development Officer of The Leadership Circle, and the Co-
Founder and Chairman of Full Circle Group, is an internationally recognized authority on what constitutes 
effective leadership; what hinders its practice, and how best to develop leaders in today’s organizations. Bob 
has been speaking and writing on the cutting edge of authentic leadership development for the past three 
decades. His impassioned keynote addresses have
scripted a new language, model and metrics for 21st century leadership.

Bob is a true pioneer in the field of leadership development and research. His book, Mastering Leadership: An 
Integrated Framework for Breakthrough Performance and Extraordinary Business Results, offers a compelling 
read as it integrates his experiences with the best theory, research, and practice in the field of leadership. It 
develops the first Universal Model of Leadership to emerge in the field as a finely woven and practical tapestry 
for personal and organizational transformation.

Bob’s keynotes are personally evocative and research based. Audiences consistently praise Bob for his dynamic 
and grounded approach to leadership, and often comment that his artistic blend of solid research, storytelling, 
and the imagery of today’s leadership requirements leaves the audience with a
memorable and practical experience.

We must accelerate the pace at which we can develop leaders for the complex realities of today’s business 
environment. The pace of development must at a minimum keep pace with the rate of change and escalating 
complexity. This is the Leadership Agenda facing most organizations. 
Current approaches to developing leaders are not up to this challenge. The field of leadership development is a 
random collection of very good theory and research, but is completely un-integrated. This leads to a piecemeal 
approach that has a poor track record. 
Bob will be talking about groundbreaking leadership theory, practice, and assessment.

Takeaway:
Learn about how to master leadership using adult development theory, and masterful coaching using world-
class tools and models.

Leadership Based on Adult Learning Theory
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:15 - 11:15 AM

Tricia Naddaff, CEO, Management Research Group

Office Resilience in a VUCA Society

Tricia Naddaff is the President at Management Research Group (www.mrg.com), an international leader in 
creating transformational developmental assessments and conducting extensive research in the areas of 
Leadership, Sales and Career Development/Personal Growth.  

Tricia works extensively with MRG’s worldwide network of consultants and clients providing thought 
leadership and coaching to assist in their development work with both individuals and organizations. Tricia 
speaks globally to audiences who want to increase the positive impact they have in their organizations and the 
world around them.  A contributing author to the book “Enlightened Power”, she has a particular interest in 
engaging in the exploration of gender in leadership, and leading authentically and cultivating wisdom, 
courage and compassion in organizations.
Tricia has been consulting to individuals, teams and organizations for over 30 years and her experience 
includes coaching, product design, research, and business development.  Tricia received her graduate degree 
in Management from Lesley University and her undergraduate degree from Boston College.

Being a leader that can help build resilience in a VUCA world can positively change an organizational 
culture.  In this session we will explore research on over 9,000 leaders who are seen as highly effective in 
competencies that help build a resilient culture in a VUCA world, including: 
1. Effectively deals with complexity, ambiguity and paradox 
2. Insight into people  
3. Fast/adaptable learner  
4. Effectively turns around difficult situations 
5. Willingness to listen  
6. Makes effective decisions 
7. Self-aware, recognizes personal strengths and limitations
Learning Objectives 
After participating in this workshop, participants with be able to:
Apply three or more research insights about leadership behaviors that support effectiveness in each of the 7 
resilience competencies in their coaching practices. 
Apply three or more research insights about the most important shared leadership behaviors for building a 
resilient culture in a VUCA world in their coaching practices. 
Apply three or more research insights about the leadership behaviors that are potential derailers for building a 
resilient culture in a VUCA world in their coaching practices. 
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 11:15 AM- 12:15 PM

Eugene W. Policastri,  Esq

Licensing For More Money and More Fun

12:15 - 12:45 Lunch 

Gene is a practicing attorney who has litigated, drafted and negotiated contract terms for over twenty eight 
years.  He graduated from Tulane Law School in 1989 and practiced law in New Orleans until 2000.  

He is now located in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area and he has a unique niche practice area – 
business coaches, leadership consultants and corporate trainers.  He has taken all his legal contract 
knowledge from years of drafting and litigating contract disputes and he now uses his skills to serve the 
needs of the personal development community nationwide.  He is a frequent speaker at coaching events 
and has delivered informational webinars to a number of ICF chapters in the past six months.   

In serving the personal development community he has noticed that most coaches and consultants are not 
adequately protected. Many contracts he has reviewed have left the trainer unprotected, or in an overly 
aggressive stance with their clients. Also, corporate trainers then need to deal with their client’s desired 
changes to the terms and conditions and most trainers mistakenly try to “go it alone” all to our detriment. 
He is reaching out to coaches all around the nation to get them get access to proactive legal counsel.  

This program will cover the top three ways to protect your content, materials and other valuable teachings 
when you make your program assets available to students, attendees, clients and team. After visiting the 
program, you will know:

•     How to protect your copyright in your materials
•     How to license your materials so that others can use them and pay you royalties
•     How to protect your trade secrets (e.g., your client list) when your team has access to them
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 12:45 - 1:45 PM

KEYNOTE: Stephanie Chung, CEO Stephanie Chung and Associates

Explosive Growth & Neuroscience Selling

Billion Dollar Sales Producer, Creator of Neuroscience Selling, THE High-Ticket Sales Closer, Driver of 
Topline Sales are words often used to describe award winning executive coach, Stephanie Chung.
Stephanie is a former VP of Sales in the prestigious private jet industry. Stephanie has mentored and 
developed some of the highest paid, most elite, sales professionals in the country. She routinely collaborates 
with notable companies to coach sales and leadership teams on ways to dramatically increase topline sales 
through neuroscience selling and conversational intelligence. 

Stephanie works with leaders around the world as an award winning executive coach, sales mentor and 
business advisor.

She often appears on ABC, NBC, CBS and is a columnist for Inc.com and Black Enterprise magazine. 
Stephanie is the author of Profit Like a Girl: A Women’s Guide to Kicking-butt in Sales and Leadership, and 
creator of two highly sought after courses: High Ticket Selling Made Simple and Neuroscience Selling™ 

Explosive Growth – Building a sustainable, profitable and competitive business while leading a company 
has never been more challenging. In this session, you’ll discover how to apply three simple and effective 
strategies to increase your cash flow and compound your profitability right away. You’ll learn techniques 
that all millionaires use to create wealth and ensure the financial strength of their businesses, and leave 
knowing how to:

• Increase your profitability by 46%
• Double your sales without bringing in new customers
• Triple your productivity and crush your business goals.

Neuroscience Selling™ - In this era of unparalleled access to information, some of today’s most successful 
salespeople and CEO’s are leveraging science to drive their sales. Neuroscience Selling helps sellers 
understand how the brain chemically responds during the five stages of selling. This exciting new approach 
provides meaningful, measurable edge in the marketplace. Fact is, the realities of brain
science are affecting your sales success whether you like it or not. The brain performs an estimated 38 
thousand trillion operations per section while you’re selling. With all that energy being spent your prospects 
are subconsciously looking for ways to conserve and tune out. By understanding your prospects on a 
scientific level, you’ll cut through the clutter and effectively turn them into buyers.
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 1:45 - 2:45 PM

 

2:45 - 3:00 Break

 

 

 

  
         

                   
   

                
          

 
             

       
                    

      

         

   

               
               

             
          

                 
         

              
             

             
                

                 
 

              
              

             

               
               

        

                     
      

Jathan Janove is an internationally published author, including Managing To Stay Out Of Court: How 
To Avoid The 8 Deadly Sins Of Mismanagement, which Dr. Stephen R. Covey described as 
“Marvelous! Every manager will benefit immensely,” and which Richard Drezen of the Washington 
Post described as “an extraordinarily useful book for managers and workers.”

He is also the author of The Star Profile: A Management Tool To Unleash Employee Potential, Gold 
Medal winner, Business & Career, at Book Expo America 2009.

              
             

             
                

                 
 

Jathan writes the “Are Your Employees Engaged?” blog column for Business Management Daily, and 
blogs on his website. A frequent contributor to HR Magazine and the American Management 
Association, Jathan has been quoted in publications including the New York Times and Forbes.

His latest book is Hard-Won Wisdom: True Stories From The Management Trenches. NYT bestselling 
author and world-renowned executive coach Marshall Goldsmith states, “Read this insightful book. It 
contains compelling stories with specific, actionable advice that will help anyone’s career.” NYT 
bestselling author Daniel H. Pink states, “By sharing many of his best stories and experiences, Jathan 
Janove creates a short-cut for us to the knowledge needed to become an empathetic, effective leader in 
the workplace.”

Jathan will explain how and why the HR profession got off 
track, and how executive coaching can help.

track, what it needs to do to get back on

In this provocative presentation, former labor & employment attorney Jathan Janove will make the case 
that the Human Resources profession has lost its way. It has adopted a legalistic compliance/claim 
prevention mentality that has removed both “human” and “resources."

Rethinking HR: From Chief Compliance Officer to Chief Culture Coach

Jathan Janove, Esq
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 3:00 - 4:00 PM (concurrent with Track “B”)

Mercedes Martin, CEO, MCEC & Mercedes Martin & Company; Liz Guthridge, Mg Director, Connect Consulting Group

TRACK “A”: Leadership Sustainability in a VUCA Society

Senior executives today face both incredible opportunities and dilemmas. They often are making decisions among competing priorities, while 
knowing the next disruption is just around the corner. No maps exist for today’s volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) world: 
the change is too rapid. 
It’s no wonder that Disrupt, Align, and transform are buzzwords we see in every business journal. Executives, business gurus, and 
consultancies debate why organizations of all stripes must continuously reinvent themselves or die. The accelerating confluence of new 
technologies, globalization, and economic volatility relentlessly shift the landscape in which organizations compete. As competition for top 
talent, innovative services and products, and new global markets intensifies, the traditional rulebooks on bottom-line focus, rigid command-
and-control hierarchies, and functional silos are discarded.
In this interactive session, Liz Guthridge and Mercedes Martin will share their research findings on leading change, sustainability and 
inclusion. At the end of the session participants will:
1.    Explore new leadership competencies for the VUCA world
2.    Share a sustainable framework for business and leadership transformation
3.    Embrace new ways of  engaging employees that boost engagement and financial results

Mercedes Martin, Founder and CEO of Mercedes Martin & Co. is a consultant, educator and speaker with over two decades of global 
experience with strategic business consulting, inclusion coaching, global diversity, and leadership development. She helps conscious leaders 
become aware of how human needs and interconnections drive organizations, and how their own experiences impact their decisions, so they 
can improve all aspects of the triple bottom line—social, environmental, and financial.  The result is both business success and positive social 
impact.
Before launching her consultancy, Mercedes worked at Ernst & Young (EY) for close to a decade as talent development and organizational 
change consultant and as an executive coach. She is in demand as a speaker for organizations throughout Europe, Latin America, and the US, 
on such topics as organizational transformation, the new mindset for leadership development, and building high performing global teams.

Liz Guthridge is an executive coach and change leadership consultant with extensive experience in neuroscience, behavior design and 
communication. Her clients enhance the clarity of their ideas, plans and actions; improve the quality of their conversations, especially with key 
stakeholders; and build stronger relationships that develop their teamwork and collaboration skills. As a result, they are able to achieve their 
individual, team and organizational goals.

She serves leaders within a wide range of organizations, both for-profit and non-profit, as a coach and consultant, including meeting facilitator. 
Liz was a principal with Mercer Delta (now Oliver Wyman) and Towers Perrin (now Towers Watson). She also worked for Hewitt Associates 
(now Aon Hewitt) as a consultant. For Amoco (now BP), she was a writer and editor in its public and affairs department.

She is a certified coach with the NeuroLeadership Group. She also has completed the NeuroLeadership Group’s Executive Masters in 
NeuroLeadership, its Certificate in the Foundations of NeuroLeadership, and its brain-based facilitation program. She also served as a teaching 
assistant. Her research project was on Mastering Habits: Taking advantage of the brain’s plasticity.

In addition, Liz has an MA in communication management from the University of Southern California, Annenberg School; an MBA from the 
University of Connecticut; and a BSJ in journalism from Northwestern University, the Medill School. She also is a registered professional 
parliamentarian with the National Association of Parliamentarians. An author of two books, Liz also blogs on leadership issues for Forbes.
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018 3:00 - 4:00 PM (concurrent with Track “A”)

Dr. Lynn Harrison, MCEC & Ross Martin, CPCC - Co-CEO’s Black Tusk Leadership 

TRACK “B” From Abrasive To Impressive: Coaching The Abrasive Leader

It is surprisingly common to find organizational leaders with a high level of “technical capability” who are interpersonally 
incompetent – what can be described as an “abrasive leader”.  Those leaders, although able to deliver results, often cause 
significant disruption and suffering in the workplace, not only for others, but for themselves. While there has been much 
written to support those on the receiving end of abrasive leadership, there has been very little in the way of understanding and 
working with the abrasive leader. In this interactive session, Lynn Harrison PhD and Ross Martin will share their doctoral 
research on abrasive leadership as well as describe practical approaches developed in working extensively with this client 
population helping turn abrasive leaders into impressive leaders.
Key Learning Points:

• In this interactive session, participants will learn:
• Five criteria for identifying abrasive behavior
• Four common conditions in an organizational system that contribute to abrasive leadership patterns and what 

organizations can do to prevent or mitigate the problem
• A model to determine when coaching is a useful way to address abrasive leadership
• How abrasive leader coaching differs from other kinds of leadership coaching

Lynn Harrison, PhD, is an executive coach and organization development consultant with over 30 years’ experience in 
management/consulting. 

Her background includes co-founding an international, franchised training organization, leading at the senior management 
level, and providing coaching and consulting services to executives, senior leadership teams, and boards. Located in the 
Vancouver office of Black Tusk Leadership, she has worked with some of the top companies in Canada, US, and around the 
world.
 
In addition to her business leadership experience, Lynn has a PhD in Organizational Systems, a Master’s Degree in Applied 
Behavioral Science, and Bachelor of Arts. She is certified as a Master Corporate Executive Coach, as well as a Senior 
Organization Development Professional through the Canadian Organization Development Institute. She has played a key role 
in large scale organizational transformation initiatives, and her doctoral research focused on coaching abrasive leaders. Lynn 
has also co-written a book about coaching women leaders, called “Taking the Stage” (2013).

Ross Martin is the Calgary partner for Black Tusk Leadership Inc.   Ross spent the beginning of his career earning his 
professional accounting designation (CMA) while progressing to become the CFO of a large multi-national company.  During 
this time he co-designed the inaugural training program for course leaders in the CMA Professional Program and led their 
experiential leadership and management workshops for six years.

He is a graduate of the Banff School of Advanced Management (winner of the Earle McPhee award), an accredited graduate of 
the Coaches Training Institute (Certified Professional Co-Active Coach) and has received advanced training in ontological 
coaching through the Newfield Network as well as advanced training from the Boss Whispering Institute in working with 
Abrasive leaders.  He is a member of the International Coaching Federation and a Past President of the Calgary Association of 
Professional Coaches.         

The focus of Ross’ coaching is to support the development of leadership excellence and the creation of work environments that 
enable and encourage excellence from everyone in the organization.  Ross has worked with “C” level leaders from a wide range 
of businesses and locations around North America. 
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018  4:00 - 5:00 PM

KEYNOTE: Dr. Matt Barney, CEO LeaderAmp

5:00 - 5:30 Break

Expanding – Coaching Results with New Science and Mobile Technology 

Coaching is among the most powerful approaches to developing leaders, but historically we have not 
always been as successful as we would like at influencing senior leaders to deliberately practice new 
behaviors in their real work and life.  Even worse, few organizations can afford to scale coaching 
throughout the enterprise to emerging and hidden talent, particularly those that face barriers to upward 
mobility.  New science and technology is emerging that allows a coach to responsibly extend his or her 
relationship into each client's life elegantly, and creates new business models allowing an individual coach 
to support many more clients than traditionally were possible.  In particular, several new types of unbiased 
Artificial Intelligence are powerful compliments to the relational and contextual support an executive coach 
provides.  This presentation will tell the story of how one Organizational Psychologist leading coaching in 
multinationals came to create LeaderAmp to solve problems he faced trying to scale coaching globally.  
By the end, participants will leave with
a) An appreciation for how new technology can deepen our relationships with clients in-between, and even 
during sessions
b) An understanding of how AI can be used to complement - not replace - the human relationship in 
executive coaching
c) Evidence for the efficacy of high touch / high tech approaches that can scale globally

Matt Barney, Ph.D. is the Founder and CEO of LeaderAmp, an award-winning high touch, high tech 
platform that scales expert and artificially intelligent coaching and assessment.   

He has held senior and innovative leadership roles for over 20 years at multinationals such as Infosys, 
where he led an evidence-based, coaching-centric model for global leader development.   In prior roles with 
AT&T, Motorola, Sutter Health and Infosys he authored six books, and was awarded five technology 
patents.  

He currently has three additional AI assessment and coaching-related patents pending.  

In 2018, LeaderAmp won the Association of Test Publishers Judges Success Award, and the Society for 
Industrial-Organizational Psychology’s Bray-Howard Research Grant.  He holds a B.S. in Psychology from 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison; and an M.A. and Ph.D. in Industrial-Organizational Psychology from 
the University of Tulsa. 
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018  5:30 - 6:30 PM

RECEPTION: ALL ATTENDEES

Meet the Speakers: Conversations

Meet the Authors: Book Signing
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Tuesday, May 22, 2018  6:45 - 8:30 PM

PRIVATE DINNER: Evaluation Committee, MEECO Designees

• Speaker: 6:45 - 7:00 PM: Presentation: Laura Hauser: 

The State of Executive Coaching in Graduate Schools

• Meeting: 7:00 - 8:30 PM General: CB/ Jennifer Gerves-Keen, M.A., PCC:

Coaching Tribes 



Wednesday, May 23, 2018 7:45 - 8:45 AM

Ronnie Kurchner-Hawkins, MCEC and Dr. Frank Wagner, MCEC

Process Learning Groups

Agenda  Day Three

Take a moment to breath, take a walk, and join your colleagues, as well as speakers in debriefing, 
sharing, bonding, debating, and stimulating discourse about he knowledge you have been gained in 
this power packed conference. 

Small groups meet for 30 minutes for rapid-fire facilitated conversations. Conversations to be 
continued over cocktails during the reception, over dinner or when you are back in your office! 

A master-level coach will lead discussions from the Association of Corporate Executive Coaches. 

Don’t grab your smart phone, or jump on your computer, join us, you may even meet your future 
business partner.

8:45 - 9:00 AM 
Conversations with:
Sal Salvester CoachMetrix:
Introducing Coachmetrix, a comprehensive, secure cloud-based coaching platform. It 
provides all the features you need to support your entire coaching process. Easily and 
securely communicate with your coachees, set action plans, track progress on goals, 
exchange resources, and more. We designed Coachmetrix to make your coaching, 
and if you also conduct leadership development programs, more compelling by: 
(1) making tools and content readily available on any mobile device, 
(2) creating discipline through an online action planning process that can be reviewed 
by management and in coaching and training sessions, and 
(3) providing a system of pulse feedback and feedforward so that you can literally 
track and measure change in leadership behavior. Quite simply, it allows you to keep 
up with a tech-savvy business world, busy clients who demand efficiency and show 
your leaders the proof of their investment. 
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  9:00 - 10:00 AM

KEYNOTE: 2018 Thought Leader: John J. Perry, CEO, Human Productivity Systems

10:00 - 10:15 AM Break

Leadership Lessons From the Race to Space: Behavioral-Based Leadership

During the first decade or so of his NASA career, John experienced the most creative leadership 
environment that he has ever experienced or observed. Although he didn’t realize it at the time, the 
behaviors his leaders exhibited during that era inspired employee commitment the likes of which we may 
never see again. After more than 35 years as a consultant, John believes those leadership behaviors are as 
effective, and as rare, today as they were more than half a century ago. 

During his speech, he will share the key leadership lessons of his journey and eplain why he believes that:
• Empowerment is a do-it-yourself process
• There is a “proper” leadership-management balance
• Leadership behaviors affect employee engagement

John J. Perry, Founder and President, Human Productivity Systems, Inc., is a consultant and coach who 
specializes in organization and leadership development. He developed tools and processes that identify 
barriers to employees’ excellence in the workplace, helping them answer three important questions: 
“What” is my situation at work; “So what” does it mean to me; and “Now what” am I going to do about it? 
He has served many organizations, large and small, in the public and private sectors, and for-profit and not-
for-profit.

John has a BS degree in Mathematics from Florida A&M University and an MBA degree in Management 
Decision Systems from the University of Southern California. After completing his graduate study, John 
became the Director of Management Systems, the Center’s CFO and CIO. 

His primary reason for resigning from NASA after 22 years was a change in leadership that was very 
different from that which he had enjoyed for the first 20 years of his career. During his last two years, it 
became clear to him that “command and control” would replace “inspiration” as the preferred leadership 
approach. His inability to explain or understand why this had happened is what inspired him to develop the 
JPEAssessment™.
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Wednesday,  May 23, 2018  10:15 - 11:15 AM

Jennifer Gerves Keen, MCEC, CEO Gerves Keen Consulting and Jeff Smith, CEO Mobify

Designing An Internal Coaching Structure/ Cultre

Mobify is a customer engagement small tech company based in Vancouver, BC, who has embraced and successfully 
built a true coaching culture. This conference presentation will present the impact, structure and lessons learned from 
building that coaching culture, from both the external Executive Coach’s perspective (Jennifer Gerves-Keen, MCEC), 
and the internal senior leadership perspective (Jeff Smith, COO of Mobify and Certified Executive Coach). 
Takeaways:

• Learn what about the essential elements are to building a successful coaching culture in any size 
organization

• Have Gain a deeper understanding of the actual impact of creating a coaching culture is, and whatboth the 
benefits and challenges are

• Hear real stories and examples of tricky situations that arise and how companies need to support non-HR 
leaders who begin to coach people across the organization

• Be able to walk away with sufficient enough tools and information to create your own internal coaching 
structures to that foster leadership excellence and business performance

Former recipient of the ICF Prism Award for excellence in organizational coaching, Jennifer Gervès-Keen is one of 5 Canadians 
to hold the Master Corporate Executive Coach designation, awarded through the MEECO Leadership Development Institute and 
reserved for coaches operating at mastery levels within organizational environments. Jennifer’s consulting practice is focused on 
offering exceptional learning & development experiences that create and sustain leadership and behavioral excellence. 
 
Jennifer started exploring neuroscience and its connection to leadership in 2013, and has since made it a foundational pillar of her 
program content and design. Jennifer is also an advanced certified coach through the International Coach Federation, and a 
Certified Mentor Coach, which underpins the work she is doing with her clients in developing innovative and effective internal 
coaching and Leader as Coach programs. 
 
Jennifer is passionate about moving people and organizations forward productively and uses her extensive business and industry 
knowledge to help organizations be competitive and effective.  She has both consulting and coaching clients across North 
America in most areas of the private sector, including engineering, finance, professional services, hospitality and high tech and 
also does work in the not-for-profit sector (including family-based services and healthcare).
  

Jeff is Chief Operating Officer for Mobify, the global leader in customer engagement for mobile commerce. He has over 20 years 
experience in sales, finance and operations across multiple industries. Jeff holds multiple designations including Certified 
Executive Coach, Chartered Professional Accountant and Chartered Business Valuator.

Jeff’s ability to establish and extend trust with customers, business partners, investors and colleagues is critical to his success. His 
approach to relationships has generated $8 billion in new revenue and supported the integration of $10 billion in mergers & 
acquisitions. He received Business in Vancouver’s Forty Under 40 award in 2011.

Jeff’s leadership philosophy is based on establishing a coaching culture and inspiring people to flourish. He challenges clients to 
see ‘supporting lines’ instead of ‘reporting lines’ when they pursue their personal vision of exceptional leadership.

Jeff shares leadership insights through speaking events and his blog. He speaks about topics such as managing anxiety in the 
workplace, creating open and inclusive organizations and enabling true professional development.
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Wednesday,  May 23, 2018  11:15 - 12:15 PM

Dr. David Dye, Director Deloitte and Kris Routch, Specialist Leader Deloitte

12:15 - 12:45 Lunch 

Leadership development happens most effectively in a business context, not just in training sessions. If 
leaders are immersed in a workplace that does not support leadership development objectives, such efforts 
will likely produce limited returns.  It’s time for organizations to think differently. Up until now, companies 
have focused primarily on training the “fish”—the individual leader or high-potential candidate—but have 
neglected the “pond”—the company culture and context—in which the fish swims.  This session will present 
a human-centered design (HCD) approach to help “bake in” the upfront commitment needed for leader 
development programs and activities to get off to a great start and be sustained over time.
For this session, participants will:

• Understand the context for large-scale leadership change  
• Identify the five characteristics for best-practice organizations 
• Practice developing a leadership journey tailored to an organization’s needs

David Dye has 30+ years of consulting experience to help clients improve the performance of their employees, work 
teams, and organizations.  As a certified coach, he works with organizations to reimagine their leadership models and 
helps prepare leaders for the workplace of tomorrow.  
David is a Past President of the Personnel Testing Council of Metropolitan Washington (PTC-MW) and the 
International Personnel Assessment Council (IPAC), in which he led the development of the association’s HR 
certification program.   
David received his Ph.D. from The George Washington University in I-O Psychology.  He is a frequent contributor to 
news and media outlets, and has presented internationally and published book chapters and articles in various 
professional journals.

Developing Leaders For The Future: Using Human-Centered Design Approaches 
To Create “Bigger Fish” In A “Better Pond”

Kris Routch is a leader in Deloitte’s Leadership practice, with deep expertise in the assessment, development, and 
coaching of senior leaders. He has designed and delivered numerous leadership development programs to clients 
around the world and helps clients build effective leadership strategies, grow their leadership talent, and make 
informed leadership selection decisions.  He brings over 30 years of diverse business experience including holding 
executive roles in finance, operations, supply chain management, and procurement.  He consults with his clients on a 
full spectrum of leadership solutions and is a highly requested facilitator, speaker, and coach.
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  12:45 - 1:45 PM

KEYNOTE: Sharon Birkman, CEO Birkman International

1:45 - 2:15 PM Break

The Reality of Perspective

Sharon Birkman, President and CEO of Birkman International is the second generation at the helm of the 
family-owned behavioral and occupational assessment company. Her leadership has been instrumental with 
ushering in a new era of product development and training initiatives during a time of unprecedented 
growth. Sharon, has an M.A. from the University of Texas and completed the Harvard Owner/President 
Management program. She assumed her leadership role at Birkman in 2002 following a career as a 
professional musician and musical director. 

Sharon’s integrity combined with her passion for creativity, the community, her employees and clients are 
defining features of her leadership style that have helped shape both Birkman’s company culture and 
mission. She is a proud regional winner of the 2016 EY Entrepreneur of the Year award and Birkman has 
won both the local and national Best and Brightest Companies to Work For consecutively the past three 
years. In 2017, Sharon won both the Mary Lehman MacLachlan Economic Empowerment Award and 
Houston Business Journal’s Women Who Mean Business award. She confesses to collecting “too many 
books” and likes to re-charge with long walks, NPR and going to the theatre. 

To coach leaders to become their best selves, we must recognize that everyone they lead and every issue 
they face is perceived through their own personality lens. 

Each leader’s unique “lens” is a combination of the innate personality DNA they were born with and the 
learned behaviors they’ve acquired to succeed. When you factor in a life story combined with these two 
realities, you gain powerful coaching clues. What adds to the challenge for leaders is the natural complexity 
of human beings. 

Research reveals that most people’s outward day to day behavior is different from how they prefer to be 
treated or what they, in fact, need to stay motivated and engaged. This “surprise” about underlying 
behavioral needs which we know is statistically true 70% of the time, lies at the very heart of why 
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  2:15 - 3:15 PM

Organization Viewpoint: Measuring the ROI of Executive Coaching

Michelle "Mickie" DeVeau, Psy.D. strives to develop and deliver innovative and customized solutions for her 
clients, always adapting to their needs, but never sacrificing excellence. 

Mickie has over fifteen years of coaching and consulting experience across multiple industries. Her passion is 
coaching mid-to-senior level executives and managers. Mickie’s approach to individual and team coaching 
follows a strengths-based, data-driven and participatory process, with ongoing feedback serving as the 
foundation of each of her coaching engagements.  As an Associate Certified Coach with the International 
Coach Federation and a Gallup certified strengths coach, she relies on her knowledge and expertise in 
neuroscience and strengths psychology to guide clients to new insights and enhanced productivity, 
engagement and well-being. 
 
For the past eight years, Mickie also oversees all executive and group coaching programs within the MD 
Anderson Cancer Center. The success and impact of these coaching programs achieved a “gold” designation 
with the MEECO Institute, signifying that MD Anderson’s coaching programs represent best-in-class 
standards and execution.

The demand on leaders is greater than ever. We need leaders, at all levels, who can develop and
execute strategy, navigate change confidently, and build commitment during uncertain times. Executive
coaching is a development tool to help leaders succeed in this challenging environment. 

While this approach may appear to be a significant investment at first glance — after all you are working with 
just one individual at a time — executive coaching has a deceptively high return-on-investment. 

However,investing in people is not the same as investing in a piece of equipment or a new software program. 
For one thing, measuring the return on an investment in a person is a bit more difficult than, say, measuring
the increase in the number of widgets per hour produced by the new widget machine that has just been
installed on the factory floor.

Takeaway:
While it is more difficult to calculate the ROI of an investment in coaching, it is certainly not impossible.
Come hear how the 2017 MEECO Gold designee, the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer 
Center,measures the impact and effectiveness of its coaching programs.

Dr. Michelle DeVeau, Manager Organization Development MD Anderson Cancer Research/ 
University of Texas
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  3:15 - 4:15 PM

Gregg Ward, MCEC, CEO Greg Ward Group

Coaching For Respect: A 10 Step Process For Re-Building Work Relationships

Gregg Ward is a Board Certified Executive Coach, Consultant, Author, Speaker and Facilitator with over 
twenty years of experience serving industry and government. 

He began his career in the 1980’s as a specialist trainer for the New York Police Department. Since then 
he has developed and delivered nearly 2,500 separate keynotes, seminars and workshops. 

He is also the author the award-winning, best-selling business fable The Respectful Leader: seven ways to 
influence without intimidation (Wiley 2016), which recently won a Gold Medal in the “Business Fable” 
category of the prestigious Axiom Business Book Awards program.

This highly informational, interactive, and experiential workshop introduces participants to the practical, 
proven, ten-step Coaching for Respect process, which is ideal for use by internal and external executive 
coaches, HR and OD professionals, and leadership facilitators seeking to measurably increase respect and 
collaboration within work relationships. 

1. Participants will complete the program with:
2. A clear understanding of the ten-step process
3. Facility with the foundational concepts and principles around respect and respectful leadership
4.  Having had the opportunity to practice key skills integral to the process.
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  4:15 - 5:15 PM

KEYNOTE: Jathan Janove, Esq

Hard Won Wisdom

5:15 - 6:15 PM Break

Jathan Janove is an internationally published author, including Managing To Stay Out Of Court: 
How To Avoid The 8 Deadly Sins Of Mismanagement, which Dr. Stephen R. Covey described as 
“Marvelous! Every manager will benefit immensely,” and which Richard Drezen of the 
Washington Post described as “an extraordinarily useful book for managers and workers.” 
He is also the author of The Star Profile: A Management Tool To Unleash Employee Potential, 
Gold Medal winner, Business & Career, at Book Expo America 2009. 

His latest book is Hard-Won Wisdom: True Stories From The Management Trenches. NYT 
bestselling author and world-renowned executive coach Marshall Goldsmith states, “Read this 
insightful book. It contains compelling stories with specific, actionable advice that will help 
anyone’s career.” NYT bestselling author Daniel H. Pink states, “By sharing many of his best 
stories and experiences, Jathan Janove creates a short-cut for us to the knowledge needed to 
become an empathetic, effective leader in the workplace.”

Jathan writes the “Are Your Employees Engaged?” blog column for Business Management Daily, 
and blogs on his website. A frequent contributor to HR Magazine and the American Management 
Association, Jathan has been quoted in publications including the New York Times and Forbes.

Voted “Top 100 Speakers on Leadership for 2018” Inc. Magazine
Grab a front-row seat to this program Jathan provides a front row seat to workplace behavior in all its 
intricacy, variety and challenges.

In his keynote, the author of “Hard-Won Wisdom – True Stories From The Management Trenches” tells 
compelling stranger-than-fiction workplace stories and provides specific actionable advice for 
leadership development.

Topics range from employee engagement to harassment and bullying. Among others, you’ll meet 
“Shameless Sheila”, “Bullying Bob” and “Stupid Switch Sam.”
As an executive coach or a leader you will not want to miss these compelling weird but true stories that 
provide costly lessons learned the hard way.
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  6:15 - 7:15 PM

BLACK-TIE RECEPTION: ALL ATTENDEES
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018  7:15 - 10:15PM

BLACK-TIE GALA- PLATED DINNER: ALL ATTENDEES

Silent Auction - Dr. Frank Wagner, MCEC

10:15 - 10:30 
Closing Remarks 

2018 MEECO Designation Ceremony, Dr. Terry Hildebrandt, MCEC

2018 International Thought Leader of Distinction Award Ceremony, Ronnie  Kuchner-Hawkins, 
MCEC

BrainTrust Launch - Jennifer Gerves - Keen, MA, MCEC and Ronnie Kuchner-Kawkins, MCEC

MCEC Re-Launch - CB Bowman, MBA, CMC, BCC, MCEC



OnLine: 
https://www.meeco-conference2018.org/tickets-registration
Contact: 
cb@MEECO-institute.org
908 822-9655
Hours:
12:00-5:30 pm Monday - Friday EST

Pricing:

Non-Members $2,295.00
Members $1,995.00
Fees do not include hotel accommodations

Location and Hotel Accomindations:

The Stanley Hotel
Estes Park, Colorado

Calcellation Policy:

No Refund

Team Discount Per Person:

For a team of three or more registering from the same company at the same time, take $300 off 
each person’s registration. One discount per registration. Multiple discounts may not be 
combined. Contact cb@meeco-institute.org for the payment link

Registration Information
Dates:
May 21- 23, 2018

Attire: 
Conference: Business Casual
Black Tie Reception/ Dinner (May 23): Gentlemen/Tuxedo and Ladies: Floor Length Evening Gowns






